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By
DICK KOTIS

President
Fred Arbogast Co., Inc.

A bait that swims just like a bait
fish—even sounds like a bait fish
—should look like a bait fish, too.
So we came up with new Cisco,
Dace, Smelt, Goldeye, Redear,
and Chub colors for the new

Chatter Chub.® A floater-diver, it
floats at rest, runs just under the
surface with a fast vibrating
action when retrieved. New

rattling sound chamber molded
into the body sends out under
water sound waves to call in

strikes. Great any time, but just
the ticket for murky

water and at night.
Spinning and

spin-casting
weights.

Suggested
retail

$1.75.
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NEW Fishing Guide and Bait Selector
gives proven tips by Dick Kotis on
matching equipment and selecting
lures for 20 popular fresh and salt
water game fish. New 1970 Arbogast
Catalog included. Get both for 25^1.
Write today; include your zip code.
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LET'S face it. In some areas, there
/definitely is a shortage of camp

sites. A crisis exists for the simple rea
son that there are too many campers
for the available sites. This is especially
true during peak vacation periods.

I have read articles to the contrary,
but I know from personal experience
that there is a shortage of sites. You can
lick this problem if you camp at remote
areas and during the off season.

In some National Parks in the West,
there is a camping crisis at times. Yose-
mite National Park, which did not have
many visitors before the camping
boom, now gets thousands of vacation
ers in a day.

Very obviously, the National Park
Service may insist upon reservations
from campers in some future date. Al
so, it might ban auto travel in a few
parks.

A lot of thought is going into licking
this problem right now.

When I was in Florida earlier this
year, I stopped at a few campsites and
learned that it was next to impossible
to get into Collier Seminole Park near
Naples over Christmas. The park man
ager there told me that as far back as
Thanksgiving virtually all reservations
were gone.

In Florida, it is possible to make
reservations in state campgrounds. This
js good in some ways, but it makes it

Travel

Crisis in Camping
rough on the nomadic camper who
does not know where he will be from
one night to the next.

Michigan also has suffered from the
great camping rush in peak summer
months. Many campgrounds in the state
have been forced to turn away visitors.

In Michigan, one way to beat the
problem is to stay away from state
parks in peak periods and head for the
national and state forests where there
are campgrounds. Also, it is possible to
visit some privately operated camp
grounds.

I predict that the camping crisis will
grow but that more privately operated
campgrounds wiU spring up. This will
help take care of the rush. However, I
have noticed that many campground
owners think that all they need to do is
to provide space in a field and they
have a campground. This is not enough
for campers from what I have observed.
Campers want to be near the water.
They want swimming and fishing near
by. Somewant golf and other activities.

I predict, too, that campers soon will
be going from one chain-operated
campground to another. Some of these
chains, like Kampgrounds of America,
will provide advance reservations for
campers. Somehow this sounds a little
far-out to me as I think of camping as
being something that you do when the
whim hits you.
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More campgrounds are needed to handle many new campers who will be Inokii^
for nlaees tn stav rbic ciimrrtAi.- ^
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for places to stay this summer.



WHEN OTHERS ARE CATCHING FISH..

yoo neAoy?
Here's your BIG chance to LOAD your Tackle-Box

with
Outstanding and PROVEN LURES

.. • for a Fraction of their cost!
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Twelve 'Famous' WOBBLERS!
test Assortment of Shapes, Weights and Acti
COMPLETE SET to meet every fresh water Fis
id. ($6.00 value) for only... .$|,99

Actions!
Fishing
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# 4-Piece 'PACK-ROD'
ijtie 'HANDIEST ROD' available! Only 18'

«,hpn apart fits suitcase or pack! yet assembles to a
SlL six foot 'FAST-ACTION' SPINNING ROD!
Hollow Fibre-Glass with Cork Handle. 5-Guides!
fldiustable Reel-Seat. Beautiful Workmanship! Looks
and feels like a $25.00 Rod! Yours to have with you
at all times for only....$7.95
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P.O.Boxl374 e,mBAHK. CALIFesm 91505

4-11'
6-lb
gib

lO-lb
l2lb
j5.|b
20lb
30ib
50lb

^'uPONtN^

2700
2200
1500
1250
1000
750
600

400

275

1970

$41 85
$40.25
$29 00
$26.40
$25 00
$1950
$18.00
$14 40
$11,25

FRESH!
NEW

1970 STOCK!

•3f The BeVt! *
triple 'XXX' MONOFILAMENT

* by DuPONT *
M XTRA SOFT! will not stiffen inany weather!
Z XTRA STRONG! small diameter, low stretch!
0 XTRA INVISIBLE! Gets more Strikes!

.cr.APPeO* YDS.-VALUETES,!"^ 2700 ,
wSpecial Discount

ALL LB.-TEST: SAME PRICE

«2'.5..ch
^SAVE MORE!

2 Spools

•X- SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or Fnli d .—7
* • sPEcmr. «-ure-j>ei only $4 95

NAME_

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
Please send check •... Cash •... or ,..• Money Order

(Because of the amazingly low price, we cannot accept C.O.D.'s)

if" • X'TRA 25 'Lure-Set' for your Buddy, .only $4.95
• 12 Different 'Famous' Spoons only $1.99
• 4-Piece 'PACK-ROD' only $7.95
• TRIPLE 'XXX' Bulk Spools only $2.95

ZIP

Send LB.-TEST:

lb

'• (2) $4.99


